
Honeywell Home TrueZONE® Damper is a direct replacement 
for today’s legacy dampers, and the intuitive design speeds 

installation and checkout with less troubleshooting. 

TrueZONE® Damper
The next generation of dampers are here.
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Simple, Easy And Effective Control

TrueZONE Forced Air Zoning Damper
Power closed/spring return open damper.

Outstanding Performance 
This damper was specifically designed with R8 insulation specification in mind to 

contribute to energy savings and help the system pass efficiency audits. Best of all, 

it helps eliminate hot and cold spots, the biggest cause of callbacks. The improved 

internal design creates a slower return that ensures a quiet operation.

Installation Made Easy 
For fast, accurate installation with no callbacks, the TrueZONE Damper has you 

covered with a range of features that simplify installation in most applications:

Also, Check out our

TrueZONE Fresh Air Ventilation, 
EARD6TZ & EARD8TZ Damper 
Power open/spring return closed damper.

Built To Last 
Install it and forget it. The TrueZONE Damper actuator is constructed with high-

temperature outer plastics, an all-metal drive train and Teflon®-coated springs. All 

parts are backed by a 5-year warranty. Simply put, you’re getting a premium product 

without paying a premium price.

Start Today
Customers are seeking the comfort and energy savings of zoning. If you already 

offer zoning, use the TrueZONE Damper to save installation time and make more 

profits per job. If you don’t offer zoning, the complete TrueZONE lineup, including the 

TrueZONE damper, make it an easy choice for growing your bottom line.

For both zoning and ventilation applications, TrueZONE Dampers are the ideal choice. Installation has been designed with the 

technician in mind, and the quiet, efficient operation helps ensure satisfied customers for years to come.

The TrueZONE Damper is a two-position, 24-VAC, power-close, spring-return damper with a built-in actuator, giving you everything 

you need in one easy-to-install unit. Round and Rectangular models are available in a variety of sizes.

TrueZONE Dampers 
More than 120 variations are available.  

The most common are listed here.

ROUND SUPPLY DAMPERS — 5” - 20”

ARD6TZ ARD10TZ ARD12TZ ARD14TZ

Rectangular Supply Dampers — 6 x 6 - 24 x 24. 
Motor is mounted on second dimension.

ZD10x8TZ ZD12x8TZ ZD14x8TZ ZD16x8TZ

ZD18x8TZ ZD20x8TZ ZD20x10TZ ZD24x8TZ

• Adjustable Range Stops — Easy to 

understand and set by utilizing a push-

in lever. They’re used to bleed air into 

the zones which helps lower pressure 

and reduce noise.

• Push-In Terminals — The same easy 

wiring design used on TrueZONE 

Panels. No tools needed, has space for 

two wires.

• Taping Flange — Lets you position 

insulation under it before sealing with 

foil tape.

• Mechanical Position Indicator — Easy 

viewing through a clear window.

• LED Indicator Lights — Red indicates 

the damper is closed and green 

indicates open (used in 3-wire 

applications)


